"WISE TO HIM"

BY UNANIMOUS VOTE BOTH THE I.W.U. AND THE SHIP BUILDERS PASSED RESOLUTIONS AT THEIR LAST MEETING ENDORSING THE "HEARST ON TRIAL" MEETING OF THE AMERICAN LEAGUE AGAINST WAR AND FASCISM. The trial will be held at the building trades temple, 260 Geary st., July 31st., at 8 P.M. The Democratic Council, the women's auxiliary I.W.U. and the I.W.C. have also endorsed the meeting. Closely following regular court procedure the League will present to the people of San Francisco, the forty year record of Hearst as a warmaker and expose his latest campaign of so-called "Americanism" as a fascist program. Bert Leech, Pacific Coast Organizer, will propose the indictment in behalf of the American people, charging HEARST on two counts: that he is a war-crafter—that he is a fascist. Witnesses will then take the stand and under questioning by both the defense and prosecution, submit evidence to support the charges.

LAST MINUTE FLASH

At the time of going to press the officials of the Building Trades Temple inform us that they wish to cancel the contract for the hall for the Hearst trial. The League is organizing a protest delegation of prominent people to investigate the reasons.
WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST HAS COME TO REPRESENT IN AMERICA ALL THE EVIL INTEREST IN THE SYSTEM HE SO MIRACUOUSLY TENDED!

HEARST: THE VERY WORD IS ANGERING TO MILLIONS OF AMERICANS.

HEARST: FACTORS OF YEARS EXPERIENCE AS A ROGUE OF THE PUBLIC MIND AMPLY EQUIPS HIM FOR HIS JUNIOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FASCINATION IN AMERICA.

HERE ARE A FEW HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE LIFE OF AMERICA'S ARCH-ENEMY

HEARST IN WAR

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. (MCT)—IT WAS PHILO S. SHERMAN, publisher of the San Francisco Chronicle, who brought to San Francisco John Francis Neylan, Hearst's chief general counsel, to act as commander-in-chief of the forces against the workers in the general strike.

WIN CITY, S.D., Dec. 18, 1918.

When the miners tried to organize at their Homestead mining company located in the Black Hills at Lead City (the town has a population of ten thousand) HEARST induced them out. Armed thugs were imported to guard strike-breakers. Those located out miners who refused to tear up their union card were driven out. HEARST.... crushed the union. Harper's Weekly, in reporting the situation stated: "To human being in Lead has any civil religious, industrial or political rights except by consent of the HEARST interest.

JAPAN, 1929

In 1929, Hearst hired E. B. Sherry, seller of "patriotism" and "treason," as paid agent of the Bethlehem shipbuilding Co., of the General Disarmament Conference in 28, "to organize the patriotic societies of the United States against the world court." At $500 per week Sherry proceeded to do his work so well that the Senate received a flood of letters opposing the court. Scotland Yard classified Sherry as an associate of international crooks and he was fired when Congress began to investigate his Geneva activities.

MEXICO 1927

MEXICO PLUNGE AGAINST U.S.: PROPOSED "HERMIT." BY JOHN PAGE-WASHINGTON, NOV. 29-30

Japan military aide for Mexico in the event of war with the United States was provided for in the draft of a secret treaty formally submitted to the Japanese Government by President Calles in 1926...(this treaty was found upon investigation by the United States Senate, to be a forgery.)

JAPAN 1933

"JAPAN'S GRASPING HANDS CLOSING ON PHILIPPINES".

This headline appeared over an editorial in the Chicago Herald and Examiner, Dec. 13, 1933. Signed by HEARST, in which he said: "Men of America: Are you going to allow the Pacific possessions of the United States to fall into the clutching hand of Japan?

HEARST IN THE HEART OF HIS CONFESSION

NEW YORK, Dec. 18, 1919.

Prof. Charles A. Beard after many academic groups voiced protests against the intimidation and terrorizing of colleges by Hearst, made his now famous statement that there is no scandal of crime and vice which Hearst has not raked and exploited for his own profit and that, no person of integrity would touch him with a ten-foot pole. It was the key-note of a counter-attack on Hearst which enlisted notable groups in the educational, literary, liberal and radical worlds.

CHICAGO, 1926

GENERAL SHIRLEY BUTLER CLASSIFIES HEARST.

"I wish the A.F. of L. would right now call a one-day protest strike against Hearst—and big business men and jornalists for his criminal efforts to involve us in a war with Japan," said Gen. Butler.

NEW YORK, 1928

PROF. GEORGE E. COUNTS COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

"The sensual and most active agent of the reaction toward barbarism," says Prof. Geo. Counts, "is William Randolph Hearst."